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by definition intercultural relations'... conditions always help determine the destiny of civilizations' Braudel 1993: 18...
of which only Western civilization and three peripheral civilizations survive. Inter-civilization Relations and the
Destiny of the West: Dialogue or. Dialogue of Civilizations - Parlimenten Malaysia Inter-Civilizational Relations and the
Destiny of the West: Dialogue or Confrontation? By Victor Segesvary. Edwin Mellan press, Lewiston NY USA,
1998. Inter-Civilization Relations and the Destiny of the West: Dialogue or. Civilizations’ magyar fordítása. *
EXISTENCE AND Inter-civilizational Relations and the Destiny of the West - Google Play emphasized but it was
eventually replaced by dialogue of two confronting powers. A political issue effecting the relationships between the
Western and non-. Inter-civilizational dialogue, at its best, may lead to common goals about the future..
Humankind's bonds of common destiny need to be further strengthened.